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   DEMOCRACY AND ITS ELECTED ENEMIES 

   Democracy and Its Elected Enemies  reveals that American politicians have 
usurped their constitutional authority, substituting their economic and polit-
ical sovereignty for the people9s. | is has been accomplished by creating an 
enormous public service sector operating in the material interest of politicians 
themselves and of their big business and big social advocacy confederates to the 
detriment of workers, the middle class, and the nonpolitical rich, jeopardizing 
the nation9s security in the process. Steven Roseo elde and Daniel Quinn Mills 
contend that this usurpation is the source of America9s economic decline and 
fading international power, and they provide an action plan for restoring <true= 
democracy in which politicians only provide the services people vote for within 
the civil and property rights protections set forth in the constitution. 

 Steven Roseo elde is a professor of economics at the University of North 
Carolina, Chapel Hill. His most recent books include  Russia in the 21st 
Century: | e Prodigal Superpower  (Cambridge University Press, 2005),  Masters 
of Illusion: American Leadership in the Media Age  (with Daniel Quinn Mills, 
Cambridge University Press, 2007),  Russia Since 1980  (with Stefan Hedlund, 
Cambridge University Press, 2009),  Red Holocaust  (2010),  Two Asias  (edited 
with Masaaki Kuboniwa and Satoshi Mizobata, 2012),  Prevention and Crisis 
Management  (edited with Masaaki Kuboniwa and Satoshi Mizobata, 2012), and 
 Asian Economic Systems  (2013). He holds a PhD in economics from Harvard 
University. 

 Daniel Quinn Mills is an emeritus professor of business administration at 
Harvard University. His most recent books are  Masters of Illusion: American 
Leadership in the Media Age  (with Steven Roseo elde, Cambridge University 
Press, 2007),  Rising Nations  (with Steven Roseo elde, 2009),  | e Financial Crises 
of 2008310  (2010), and  | e Leader9s Guide to Past and Future: | e History of the 
World  (2013). He holds a PhD in economics from Harvard University. 
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  Preface   

 | is book elaborates a concept of <true democracy= (rule of elected repre-

sentatives obedient to the people9s agenda rather than politicians governing 

for themselves in the name of the people) derived from economic utility 

optimization theory and the principle of majority rule under minority prop-

erty and civil-rights constraints (consistent with the U.S. Constitution). It 

compares the size and scope of the United States9 federal government with 

the true democratic ideal and o nds them excessive 3 waste, fraud, and abuse 

cost taxpayers approximately $2 trillion annually (see  Chapter 6 ).  Democracy 

and Its Elected Enemies  then describes how the United States9 elected oo  -

cials across the political spectrum behave in domestic and foreign af airs, 

showing that their actions are motivated to a considerable degree by selling 

public services in collaboration with big business and big social advocacy. 

| e economic motives that shape domestic political behavior fully apply to 

foreign policy and form a bridge connecting what might otherwise seem to 

be separate domains. 

 Politicians, big business, and big social advocacy collectively set the 

national agenda in ways that allow them not only to overtax, but also to 

indirectly serve themselves through o scal and monetary leveraging, inn a-

tion, interest-rate rigging, special-interest mandates, subsidies, preferences, 

insurance guarantees, <tax-expenditures,= grants-in-aid, bureaucratic lay-

ering, and outsourcing at home and abroad. | is behavior, it is argued, is 

the primary source of the United States9 contemporary economic woes. 

Proof of the thesis is provided by the bloated scale of government in all 

these dimensions compared with a true democratic benchmark; the sys-

tem9s ineo  ciency, waste, fraud, and abuse; bipartisan refusal to roll back 

and retrench in the face of declining microeconomic vitality; and a looming 

o nancial mega crisis driven by national debt. | e problem isn9t technical. 

It is systemic. 
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 U.S. presidents, federal legislators, and judges, it is argued, have trans-

formed their positions as the people9s agents into a new form of electoral 

sovereignty 3 the rule of politicians primarily committed to the leveraged 

sale of public services. | ese nest-feathering elected oo  cials are dubbed 

<politarchs= to distinguish them from their predecessors who operated on a 

smaller venal scale, and their rule is called <politocracy.= 

 Scale matters because bigness strangles competition and separates the 

electorate from oo  cials who are supposed to serve as the people9s represen-

tatives. Moderate misconduct gave us bad democracy; gross misconduct 

has killed democracy and substituted politocracy. 

 We chronicle the domestic and foreign economic consequences of this 

<noiseless revolution= and of er suggestions for remedying the damage to 

the United States and the tarnished global cause of true democracy. A sim-

ilar phenomenon can be observed in other nations with elected govern-

ment, but the nuances cannot be prejudged and the topic must be lev  for 

further investigation. 

 | e volume was originally conceived as a sequel to our  Masters of Illusion  

(Cambridge University Press, 2007), but gradually became more ambitious. 

We view the thesis as it has o nally emerged as a Kuhnian political paradigm 

shiv  in the perception and analysis of contemporary U.S. elected govern-

ment and its adverse global impact.  1   

 Most contemporary treatments of democracy are mired in nineteenth-

century partisan, class, and social frameworks that encourage scholars and 

the public to choose sides between big business and big social advocacy. 

Others attribute contemporary government economic mismanagement 

to sin or institutional inertia. Our approach does not dispute these inn u-

ences but places primary blame on the trans-partisan power and material 

self-seeking of politicians, big businessmen, and big social advocates. It 

constitutes a clean break with critiques attributing responsibility for bad 

electoral government to the class struggle, partisan wrangling, institutional 

determinism, and human nature, of ering instead a real science of elected 

national, transnational, and world government based on collusive utility 

seeking in the presence of state, business, and social coercive power. 

 | e book isn9t idealist or utopian. It isn9t Democratic, Republican, 

Independent; conservative, liberal, or libertarian; right, lev , or middle. It is 

     1     | omas Kuhn,  | e Structure of Scientio c Revolutions , Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press,  1962 . A Kuhnian revolution requires both a new and a researchable paradigm. | e 
concept of politocracy provides a new lens for reinterpreting the United States9 past, pre-
sent, and future and for applying the same logic to rethinking modern state governance 
more broadly.  
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neo-institutional economic science that reveals an urgent need for a new, 

true democratic politics aimed at curbing the trans-partisan exploitation of 

workers and the middle class and re-empowering everyone9s personal lib-

erty in the United States and beyond. 

 | e claim to science isn9t perfunctory. Our thesis is formulated as a test-

able hypothesis. We assert that: (i) | e U.S. economy is microineo  cient 

and macrodestabilized by bad governance; (ii) bad governance is primarily 

caused by insider self-seeking; (iii) excessive bigness is an aspect of insider 

self-seeking; (iv) insider goals (codetermined by politicians, big business, 

and big social advocacy) conn ict with the people9s will; (v) the people9s 

will requires drastic governmental downsizing; and (vi) if the rollback is 

accomplished, the principal sources of the United States9 micro- and micro-

economic disorders will be signio cantly ameliorated. Each of these proposi-

tions can be rigorously analyzed and objectively tested. Readers are invited 

to cono rm or refute. | e approach isn9t speculative. It is scientio c. 
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   Executive Summary   

  Modern U.S. democracy is not a true democracy at all, despite its outward 

forms 3 universal suf rage; opposing political parties; elections; separate 

powers of legislature, executive, and judiciary; and a Constitution and Bill 

of Rights. It is not a true democracy because these forms of democracy have 

been usurped by several generations of elected oo  cials for their own bene-

o t. | e essence of true democracy is that the government acts in accordance 

with the people9s will (for the people9s beneo t); it is not that there are elections 

or any other of the forms of democracy. It is the perversion of this essence 

that has made the United States a postdemocratic society 3 a politarchy 

(ov en mischaracterized as social democracy) 3 a government of politicians, 

by politicians, and for politicians and their associates in big business and big 

social advocacy. | e contest between political parties, between Republicans 

and Democrats, is supero cial. Both parties are captured by politocrats, and 

their policies vary little; only rhetoric and personalities dif er. | e result is 

that the nation9s economy is stagnant; unemployment is high; incomes are 

falling; o nances are in crisis; and the opportunity for peace that followed 

the collapse of the Soviet Union is being squandered in continual warfare. 

Each of these tragic results beneo ts the politocracy while injuring the pub-

lic. Worse still, the problems are not self-healing. | e costs of politocracy 

will continue to mount, propelling the nation toward economic ruin and 

a sea of needless bloodshed unless the people take back sovereign powers 

from their elected enemies. It may still be possible to reverse politarchy 3 

and the place to start is with a radical rollback of big government.      
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